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Synopsis 
 
MRI phase images are increasingly used for Susceptibility Mapping or distortion correction. Spatial phase unwrapping is 
crucial but challenging: the computation time of PRELUDE, the current gold-standard method for robust, 3D unwrapping, 
increases rapidly with higher field strengths and longer echo times. A new method we have developed, SEGUE, produces 
similar results to PRELUDE in multi-echo brain and head-and-neck images, 1.6 to 83 times faster, but SEGUE has not 
been tested in pre-clinical high-field-strength phase images. Here, we show that SEGUE is similarly accurate and up to 4 
times faster than PRELUDE in mouse brain images at 9.4 Tesla. 
 
Purpose  
 
The phase component of the complex MR signal is increasingly used in a wide range of research studies. Its applications 
include susceptibility mapping (QSM)1-3, and distortion correction in functional4-9 and diffusion10-12 MRI. However, the MRI 
phase is only defined between 0 and 2π, resulting in phase wraps. The computation time (Tc) of the gold standard 
method for robust, spatial phase unwrapping in 3D, Phase Region Expanding Labeller for Unwrapping Discrete 
Estimates13-15 (PRELUDE), increases rapidly at higher field strengths and later echoes. Previously we have shown that 
our accelerated phase unwrapping method, Speedy rEgion-Growing algorithm for Unwrapping Estimated phase16 
(SEGUE), can unwrap human brain, head-and-neck, and pelvic images much faster than PRELUDE with similar 
accuracy. However, MRI in animal models often uses higher field strengths and suffers from many more phase wraps so 
there is a need for efficient unwrapping methods to accelerate phase-based pre-clinical MRI research. Therefore, we 
compared PRELUDE and SEGUE using images acquired in 8 mouse brains at 9.4 T. 
 
Methods 
Multi-echo complex images had been previously acquired17-19 for a study aiming to characterise susceptibility artifacts in 
the mouse brain. Eight C57BL/6 ten-week-old male mice were scanned in vivo using an Agilent 9.4 T VNMRS 20 cm 
horizontal-bore system, a 72-mm-diameter birdcage radiofrequency (RF) coil for RF transmission, a mouse brain surface 
coil array (RAPID, Germany) for signal detection, a multi-echo gradient-echo sequence (TE1 = 1.38 ms, ΔTE = 2.64 ms, 12 
echoes), a 150 μm isotropic resolution, a field-of-view of 16.5×15×15 cm3, a flip angle of 15°, and 5 signal averages. Prior 
to imaging, the mice were secured in a cradle under anaesthesia with 1-2% isoflurane in 100% oxygen. 
Instead of combining the phase images from the two channels, all 16 images (data from 8 mice using 2 channels) were 
unwrapped using both PRELUDE and SEGUE and the results were compared using: 1. Tc on a 64-bit Ubuntu Virtual 
Machine with a 3.5 GHz Processor and 16 GB RAM 2. Histograms of the unwrapped phase (SEGUE – PRELUDE) 
difference images within the brain mask 3. The percentage of voxels with differing phase values in the PRELUDE and 
SEGUE results. Brain masks were obtained using the pipeline in Figure 1 for all 8 mouse brains. First, FSL BET20 was 
applied to the last-echo magnitude images (Figure 1a). This provided a good estimation of the shape of the brain, but 
generally overestimated its volume. Therefore, the BET-provided masks were eroded in 3D (Figure 1b) 4 to 7 times 
(determined individually for each mouse brain). Finally, the masks were manually adjusted in ITK-SNAP21-22 (Figure 1c). 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 2 shows wrapped phase images (Figure 2a), and phase images unwrapped using PRELUDE (Figure 2b) or SEGUE 
(Figure 2c) in a coronal slice of a representative mouse brain across all 12 echoes. The PRELUDE and SEGUE results 
looked identical in each case. Figure 2 d shows the histograms of the 3D difference images (SEGUE–PRELUDE) for all 
echoes. Even at echo times (TEs) longer than 25 ms, there were 300 times more voxels with identical unwrapped phase 
values than voxels with a 2π phase difference between the PRELUDE and SEGUE results (orange double arrow). This 
ratio was even larger (about 10,000) for TE<20 ms. 
Figure 3 shows the percentage of voxels with differing phase values between the PRELUDE and SEGUE results, and the 
computation time of both PRELUDE and SEGUE as a function of TE. For TE<20 ms, the percentage of differing voxels was 
very small (<0.1% on average and <0.3% even in the most extreme cases). For TE>20 ms, the percentage of differing 
voxels significantly increased with the echo time, but even at TE=30.42 ms (last echo), it was <1% on average and <2% in 
the most extreme examples. While PRELUDE was faster than SEGUE initially (for TE<10 ms), its computation time (Tc) 
rapidly increased with the echo time reaching 40 s on average for the last-echo phase images. In contrast, the Tc of SEGUE 
barely increased with the echo time, stayed below 10 s for all echoes, and was 2 to 4 times faster than PRELUDE for TE>15 
ms. 
Conclusions 
SEGUE could unwrap brain images of mice acquired at 9.4 T with a similar accuracy to PRELUDE. PRELUDE’s 
computation time rapidly increased towards later echoes where SEGUE was 2 to 4 times faster. Therefore SEGUE is a 
feasible alternative to PRELUDE in mice and is especially useful for images acquired with long echo times. This should 
help accelerate phase-based pre-clinical MRI research at high field strengths such as QSM in animal models. 
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 Figure 1: Pipeline for segmentation of mouse brains: a) FSL BET was applied to the last-echo magnitude images to 
estimate the shape of the brain, b) Mask erosion was applied 4 to 7 times to obtain a more accurate delineation, c) Brain 
masks were manually adjusted where necessary (yellow arrows). 
 
Figure 2: Phase maps in a representative mouse brain at 12 echo times before unwrapping (a), and after unwrapping 
using PRELUDE (b) or SEGUE (c). The histograms of the SEGUE – PRELUDE unwrapped phase difference maps (d) 
are also shown on a logarithmic scale. There were 300 times fewer voxels with ±2π than 0 phase differences (orange 
double arrow) even at later echoes.  
 Figure 3: Percentage of voxels with differing phase values in the PRELUDE and SEGUE results (top) as a function of the 
echo time. The box plots represent the distributions (red lines – medians, boxes – 25th and 75th percentiles, whiskers – 
most extreme data points not considered outliers, red crosses – outliers) across the 16 unwrapped phase images (8 mice, 
2 channels). Computation times of PRELUDE and SEGUE are also shown (bottom) as a function of the echo time. The 
error bars are equal to the standard deviations across the 16 phase images in the 8 mice. 
 
